FIRES OR CHARCOAL
Campfires and other fires are prohibited in UNDEVELOPED or DISPERSED campsites. Propane grills, stoves, lanterns and other camping equipment with an off/on switch are allowed. Campfires are allowed in DEVELOPED recreation sites with permanent (metal or concrete) fire pits.

SMOKING
Smoking is prohibited outside of vehicles, buildings and developed recreation sites, unless you are stopped in a 3-foot diameter area cleared of all burnable vegetation. Put cigarettes all the way out. Never throw smoking materials on the ground or out of a vehicle.

For more information, please contact your local fire agency or visit https://FireRestrictions.us

FIRES: Campfires and other fires are prohibited. Liquid petroleum and LPG stoves that can be turned on and off are allowed.

SMOKING: Smoking is prohibited outside of vehicles, buildings and developed recreation sites, unless you are in a 3-foot diameter area cleared of all burnable vegetation.

VEHICLES: Operating motorized vehicles off designated roads and trails is prohibited.

HOOT OWL: Operating any internal combustion engine, welding, operating a torch with an open flame, and/or using explosives are prohibited from 1:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

For more information, please contact your local fire agency or visit https://FireRestrictions.us
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FIRES: Campfires and other fires are prohibited. Liquid
petroleum and LPG stoves that can be turned on and off are
allowed.

SMOKING: Smoking is prohibited outside of vehicles,
buildings and developed recreation sites, unless you are in a 3-
foot diameter area cleared of all burnable vegetation.

VEHICLES: Operating motorized vehicles off designated
roads and trails is prohibited.

HOOT OWL: Operating any internal combustion engine,
welding, operating a torch with an open flame, and/or using
explosives are prohibited from 1:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

For more information, please contact your local fire agency
or visit https://FireRestrictions.us